
 

 

The glamorous Cococo Restaurant 
Luxurious interior by BRABBU Contract 

 
Housed in the old but beautiful city of St. Petersburg, in Russia, the glamorous Cococo Restaurant offers a new 

concept of what is the Russian cuisine with a surprising and rich menu, able to engage all the food lovers, made from organic 

seasonal products bought from the local farmers. 

 

The food is made in a great kitchen with professionals applying modern cooking techniques, making traditional recipes 

from home grown products to show everybody – city locals, tourists and guests – how the familiar can be prepared in a new 

concept. The fantastic food is served in an eye catching modern interior design: this hospitality project offers different options 

where is possible have meal for two or for larger groups, with some more private areas where you can eat more smoothly. The 

contrast between stronger shades and neutral tones, warm and cool tones or materials like wood, metal and velvet creates an 

intense dynamic: in the same place, we feel we are in different restaurants.  

They also combine art deco details with modern fabrics, textures and designs, and some of the most standing out 

pieces in project are designs from BRABBU Contract, BRABBU and the partner Boca do Lobo. All the pieces from BRABBU 

Contract have been customized and covered in vibrantly coloured velvet which enrich the space with elegance. 

  



 

 

What you can find there from BRABBU Contract? 

 

NANOOK DINING CHAIR and NANOOK BAR CHAIR are inspired in the 

master of bears, the one who decides the luck of the hunters in the Artic regions. 

These chairs blend the beauty and grandiosity of this animal through the robust 

body covered by blue satin. Both embody a myth from Inuit culture and tell a 

story while the guest is left with its comfort. 

 

 

 Nº20 BAR CHAIR is the symbol of knowledge and rebirth. Nº20 bar 

chair was created through a long journey of a total set of 24 prototypes intended 

to reinterpret the forces of nature. Nº20 distinguishes itself for its attitude 

represented in tis fabric, a beautiful and standing out velvet, and its structure that 

embraces us with strength and determination, like Mother Nature. 

 

 



 

 

ZULU DINING CHAIR is a mid-century modern furniture piece based in one of the elements that the ZULU tribe recognizes by being present in 

a human being - the shadow. This dining chair is a simple piece, although its structure and colour give the prestige that only mid-century 

modern pieces have and that the ZULU culture requires. 

 

 

 

Other elements and objects 

with design inspirations coming from 

Russia’s historical capital’s fashion sense, 

music scene and old-time glamour, fill 

the restaurant. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

ABOUT BRABBU Contract 

BRABBU Contract creates furniture solutions for remarkable hospitality and contract projects that value quality and 

contemporary elegance blended with fierceness and strength. With 5 years of expertise, our team of designers and craftspeople 

developed a new manufacturing process that allowed a production increase, maintaining the same aesthetic and manufacturing quality. 

With this manufacturing increase, BRABBU Contract is able to offer upholstery, casegoods and lighting with competitive high-end 

prices that will fill every tailored interior with memories and unique sensations. Behind each handcrafted product, there is a story 

written by the materials, textures and colours of some of the most interesting places and cultures around the world. BRABBU Contract 

is powered by BRABBU, a contemporary, cosmopolitan style brand that reflects an intense way of living. 

 

For more information please contact: 

BRABBU Contract 

press@brabbucontract.com  

+351 914 925 846 
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